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Historically, vehicle manufacturers and distributors have charged a separate fee for processing,
handling and delivering vehicles to dealerships. Toyota's charge for these services is called the
"Delivery, Processing and Handling Fee" and is based on the value of the processing, handling
and delivery services Toyota provides as well as Toyota's overall pricing structure and may be
subject to change at any time. Toyota may make a profit on the Delivery, Processing and
Handling Fee. Excludes taxes, license, title and available or regionally required equipment. The
published prices do not apply to Puerto Rico and the U. Virgin Islands. Actual dealer price will
vary. Actual mileage will vary. EPA ratings not available at time of posting. For more information
on mpg, please see Actual MPGe will vary. Battery capacity will decrease with time and use. See
Actual MPGe will vary depending upon driving conditions, how you drive and maintain your
vehicle, and other factors. For more information, see EPA estimates not available at time of
posting. Fueling time varies with hydrogen fueling pressure and ambient temperature. EPA
ratings not available at time of printing. Based on RAV4 Hybrid vs. Information from ToyotaCare
for Prius and Prius Prime covers normal factory scheduled maintenance for two years or 25,
miles, whichever comes first. Certain models require a different maintenance schedule as
described in their Maintenance Guide. Roadside Assistance does not include parts and fluids,
except emergency fuel delivery. See Toyota dealer for details and exclusions. Valid only in the
continental U. Test results are accurate as of the date noted, using the specified
audio-multimedia system grades, cell phone operating systems and mobile apps associated
with the respective vehicle. Phone performance depends on software version, cellular reception
and other factors not controlled by Toyota. Information will be updated on an ongoing basis as
new phones are constantly being tested. If your cell phone or operating system is not listed, it
may still be compatible, however we do not have results to display at this time. Please note that
Toyota does not make recommendations on phone carriers, manufacturers, models or
operating systems. Not all applicants will qualify. You may defer the first retail payment for up
to 90 days from the contract date up to 45 days in Pennsylvania. The amount of interest you pay
will increase because finance charges accrue from the contract date origination. Earned interest
over the first 90 days will be paid as interest according to your amortization schedule and will
not be waived or added to the principal. Available on new and Certified Used Toyotas. Maximum
term is 72 months. Individual dealer prices, other terms, and offers may vary. Void where
prohibited. Not compatible with iFi program. Contact your participating Toyota dealer for
details. The day program is offered June 2, through July 6, , and the day program in
Pennsylvania is offered June 2, through July 6, This offer requires approved credit and
financing through Southeast Toyota Finance. Payments may be deferred for up to the first 90
days from inception. Interest will accrue from inception and the total amount of interest you will
pay may be higher due to the deferment. Available on new Toyota vehicles only. Maximum
contract term is 75 months. May not be combined with certain other offers. See your
participating Toyota dealer for details. Must complete retail sale and take delivery from July 7,
through August 3, Use for comparison purposes only. Toyota's charge for these services is
called the "Delivery, Processing and Handling Fee" and is based on the value of the processing,
handling and delivery services Toyota provides as well as Toyota's overall pricing structure.
Dealer price will vary. AT and SR5 4x2 4-Cyl. AT and SR5 4x4 4-Cyl. ToyotaCare for Mirai covers
normal factory scheduled maintenance for three years or 35, miles, whichever comes first.
Roadside Assistance does not include parts and fluids. See an Authorized Fuel Cell Dealer for
details and exclusions. The Toyota Tacoma is designed to meet most off-road driving
requirements, but off-roading is inherently dangerous and may result in vehicle damage. Toyota
encourages responsible operation to help protect you, your vehicle and the environment.
Seatbelts should be worn at all times. Do not allow passengers to ride in cargo area. The Smart
Key System may interfere with some pacemakers or cardiac defibrillators. If you have one of
these medical devices, please talk to your doctor to see if you should deactivate this system.
Screen depiction accurate at time of posting. Apps and services are subject to change at any
time without notice. Data charges may apply. Before towing, confirm your vehicle and trailer are
compatible, hooked up and loaded properly and that you have any necessary additional
equipment. Do not exceed any Weight Ratings and follow all instructions in your Owner's
Manual. The maximum you can tow depends on base curb weight plus the total weight of any
cargo, occupants, and added vehicle equipment. The only way to be certain of your vehicle's
exact curb weight is to weigh your vehicle without passengers or cargo. See Owner's Manual
for limitations. Extra-cost color. Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.
Not all Amazon Alexa functionality is available for in-vehicle use. See applicable app for details.
Data charges may apply for certain functions. Apps, prices and services subject to change at
any time without notice. The Multi-Terrain Monitor view is limited and can be affected by

environmental conditions. See Owner's Manual for additional limitations and details.
Concentrating on the road should always be your first priority while driving. Payload Capacity is
the calculation of GVWR minus curb weight and should be used for comparison purposes only.
The maximum amount of passenger and cargo weight your vehicle can carry is the Load
Carrying Capacity indicated on the label s on the driver's doorjamb. Dynamic Navigation
depends on an operative telematics device, a cellular connection, navigation map data and GPS
signal strength, and other factors outside of Toyota's control, which can limit system
functionality or availability. Services not available in every city or roadway. Use common sense
when relying on information provided. Service may vary by vehicle and region. Registration is
required. Terms of Use apply. SiriusXM All Access trial length and service availability may vary
by model, model year or trim. ToyotaCare covers normal factory scheduled maintenance for two
years or 25, miles, whichever comes first. The Pre-Collision System PCS with Pedestrian
Detection PD is designed to determine if impact is imminent and help reduce impact speed and
damage in certain frontal collisions involving a vehicle or a pedestrian. System effectiveness
depends on many factors, such as speed, size and position of pedestrian and weather, light and
road conditions. If you decide to continue service after your trial, the subscription plan you
choose will automatically renew thereafter and you will be charged according to your chosen
payment method at then-current rates. Fees and taxes apply. To cancel, you must call SiriusXM
at All fees and programming subject to change. Not all vehicles or devices are capable of
receiving all services offered by SiriusXM. Current information and features may not be
available in all locations, or on all receivers. When engaged, the system will reduce power to
help the brakes bring the vehicle to a stop. Factors including speed, road conditions and driver
input can all impact stopping distance. Eligible vehicle and wireless service required. Coverage
and service not available everywhere. Valid in the contiguous U. Do not drive distracted. Go to
att. Data usage and charges apply. Up to 5 devices can be supported using in-vehicle
connectivity. Apps and services subject to change at any time without notice. System
effectiveness is dependent on many factors including road, weather and traffic conditions.
Vehicle user interface is a product of Google and its terms and privacy statement apply. To use
Android Auto on your audio display, you'll need an Android Auto compatible vehicle and
Android phone. Requires compatible smartphone connected with an approved data cable into
the USB media port, and data plan rates apply. Apps and services vary by phone carrier and are
subject to change at any time without notice. Android, Android Auto and Waze are trademarks
of Google. The Panoramic View Monitor does not provide a comprehensive view of the area
surrounding the vehicle. You should also look around outside your vehicle and use your
mirrors to confirm surrounding clearance. Environmental conditions may limit effectiveness
and view may become obscured. Drivers are responsible for their own safe driving. Always pay
attention to your surroundings and drive safely. Vehicle Stability Control is an electronic system
designed to help the driver maintain vehicle control under adverse conditions. It is not a
substitute for safe and attentive driving practices. Factors including speed, road conditions,
weather and driver steering input can all affect whether VSC will be effective in preventing a
loss of control. Lane Departure Alert is designed to read visible lane markers under certain
conditions, and provide visual and audible alerts when lane departure is detected. It is not a
collision-avoidance system or a substitute for safe and attentive driving. Effectiveness is
dependent on many factors including road, weather and vehicle conditions. The Wi-Fi Connect
trial begins at the time of activation and expires when 2GB of data is used or when the 3-month
period ends. After the trial period expires, enrollment in a paid subscription is required to
access the service. Terms and conditions apply. Stolen vehicle police report required to use
Stolen Vehicle Locator. Some features may require the Toyota app. Registration required.
Subscription required after trial. Service subject to change at any time without notice. See
usage precautions and service limitations in Owner's Manual and at toyota. The Service
Connect trial period is at no extra cost and begins on the original date of purchase or lease of a
new vehicle. After the respective trial period expires, enrollment in paid subscription is required
to access the service. Destination Assist depends on an operative telematics device, a cellular
connection, navigation map data and GPS signal strength and other factors outside of Toyota's
control, which can limit system ability functionality or availability. Use common sense when
relying on this information. Services subject to change at any time without notice. See Owner's
Manual and toyota. Automatic High Beams operate at speeds above 25 mph. Factors such as a
dirty windshield, weather, lighting and terrain limit effectiveness, requiring the driver to
manually operate the high beams. Crawl Control is designed for driving on difficult terrain at
low speeds and assists the driver by controlling acceleration and braking, allowing the driver to
focus on steering. Airbag systems are Supplemental Restraint Systems and are designed to
inflate only under certain conditions and in certain types of severe collisions. To decrease the

risk of injury from an inflating airbag, always wear seatbelts and sit upright in the middle of the
seat as far back as possible. Do not put objects in front of an airbag or around the seatback. Do
not use a rearward-facing child seat in any front passenger seat. Hill Start Assist Control is
designed to help minimize backward rolling on steep ascents. It is not a substitute for safe
driving judgment and practices. Factors including speed, grade, surface conditions and driver
input can all affect whether HAC will be effective in preventing a loss of control. Active front
headrests can help reduce the extent of whiplash in certain types of rear-end collisions. Phone
performance depends on software, coverage and carrier. The engine immobilizer is a
state-of-the-art anti-theft system that is initiated when you insert your key into the ignition
switch or bring a Smart Key fob into the vehicle. If you lose a key or fob, your Toyota dealer can
help or go to When using the wireless charging system, avoid placing metal objects between
the wireless charger and the mobile device when charging is active. Doing so may cause metal
objects to become hot and could cause burns. Trailer-Sway Control TSC is an electronic system
designed to help the driver maintain vehicle control under adverse conditions. It is not a
substitute for safe driving practices. Factors including speed, road conditions, weather and
driver steering input can all affect whether TSC will be effective in preventing a loss of control.
The Destination Assist trial period is at no extra cost and begins on the original date of
purchase or lease of a new vehicle. The Dynamic Navigation three year trial period begins on
the original date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle. After the trial period expires, enrollment
in paid subscription is required to access the service. Emission coverages vary under Federal
and California regulations. Do not rely exclusively on the Blind Spot Monitor. Always look over
your shoulder and use your turn signal. There are limitations to the function, detection and
range of the monitor. The Tire Pressure Monitor System alerts the driver when tire pressure is
critically low. For optimal tire wear and performance, tire pressure should be checked regularly
with a gauge; do not rely solely on the monitor system. Use only if aware of circumstances
surrounding vehicle and it is legal and safe to do so e. Toyota's Remote Connect depends on an
operative telematics device, a cellular connection, GPS signal strength and other factors
outside of Toyota's control, which can limit system functionality and availability. Registration
and Toyota app download required. Auto LSD is an electronic, brake-actuated limited-slip
differential that automatically activates when VSC is disengaged at low speeds. Brake Assist is
designed to help the driver take advantage of ABS and is not a substitute for safe driving
practices. Braking effectiveness also depends on proper vehicle maintenance, tire and road
conditions. Do not exceed V. Connected Services depends on an operative telematics device, a
cellular connection, navigation map data, GPS signal strength and other factors outside of
Toyota's control, all of which can limit system functionality or availability, including access to
response center and emergency support. See toyota. Information provided is based on the last
time data was collected from the vehicle and may not be up to date. Service Connect depends
on an operative telematics device, a cellular connection, navigation map data, GPS signal
strength and other factors outside of Toyota's control, which can limit functionality or
availability. Terms and conditions of subscription service agreement apply. The Toyota Remote
Connect trial period is at no extra cost and begins on the original date of purchase or lease of a
new vehicle. Paid subscription required after trial to access the service. Rear parking assist
sonar is designed to warn drivers of potential rear collisions at speeds of 6 mph or less. Certain
vehicle and environmental factors, including an object's shape and composition, may affect the
ability of the rear parking assist sonar to detect it. Always look around outside the vehicle and
use mirrors to confirm clearance. Do not rely exclusively on the Rear Cross-Traffic Alert system.
Always look over your shoulder and use your mirrors to confirm rear clearance. There are
limitations to the function, detection and range of the system. I am not an expert writer but I will
highlight some interesting things on why I decided on the Tacoma double cab 4X4 auto off road.
I looked around I was narrowing my choices to the 3 best selling midsize trucks Ranger,
Tacoma and Colorado. The Tacoma was the best selling midsize truck and the one with the best
resale value. Also the Tacoma had the best pricing for what it offers, for instance small things
like the bed liner, the power outlet, the more tie downs for the bed, the rail system and the
dampered tailgate. Inside the cabin the same thing, the rear seats are the only ones that can be
accommodated completely flatfoot more space and you have extra storage behind the seats and
beneath the seats. I also picked the Tacoma for its unique and leading technology of the Crawl
control. I watched lots of videos and what got my attention is how this truck can unburied itself
from mud or sand with the crawl control, you don't even have to touch the gas or brake pedal to
do so. The truck is well loaded. I picked my truck with the 4X4 and the off road package which
comes with BF Goodrich Wranlgler all terrain tires with kevlar side walls and Bilstein
suspension , higher ride with stronger springs and you also get the heavy duty shields to
protect the fuel tank, engine, etc. The one thing I hate about the truck is the engine response,

this truck probably is very sluggish, you have to rev the engine to get it to respond, the power
out put is on the top end but is not impressive, it is just adequate. The same thing can be said
about the transmission, you are constantly hovering in the rpm while driving in traffic, the
trucks wants to grab the tallest possible gear and therefore when you are accelerating with
traffic you have to press the gas pass the halfway otherwise you are rolling in 6th gear by 35
mph. Ironically the engine and the transmissions are one of the best, at least they are bullet
proof with some components in the engine designed for high mileage maintenance intervals.
The truck is remarkably quiet and comfortable, you don't hear absolutely nothing. It can go over
bumps, potholes, bums and speed bumps like gliding and you can tell that they put a lot of
effort in to that. The windows are more isolated to reduce the noise and that is why the truck is
so quiet. The standard equipment is very nice, for you have stuff like push start, and electric
seats. It also connects to apple play. I am your average guy 5'10' and I can fit perfectly in the
back, you can seat 5 on this truck without a problem. I really wish the engine was peppier like
on the Ford Ranger which uses the Ford Mustang 4 cylinder turbo engine 2. Toyota also covers
the first 2 years of maintenance and it has a great warranty. They also offer a 7 year warranty for
a few hundred dollars which I think is a killer deal. Please look around and take notes of prices,
discounts, warranties and watch lots of videos. Do not be impulsive when buying a truck, get
the most out of your money. Just keep that in mind when you by your next truck. Lastly the
aftermarket industry. Toyota has everything you can imagine. So I feel qualified at this point, to
do at least an initial experience review. But nearing 1, miles means I have acquired considerable
seat time in a brief period. I wanted a new mid size truck. It rode well, and I liked it. Although the
interior seemed a bit dated, as others have said. It is a very cool truck! Next I tried the new Ford
Ranger. I test drove this one as well. Although it was a rather short test run. The dealer rep
turned me around about a mile from the dealership. I must say, I liked the Ranger too. At least
as far as I drove it. Lastly, I test drove a Tacoma. To be honest, I almost did not. First I took a
Tacoma Sport out with the auto tranny. In town and on the highway. I thought it did fine. It did
shift once on the highway when I was on an on ramp. I thought that must be what everyone is
talking about. The next day I went back to the dealership. I expressed a desire for a longer test
drive. The vehicle was filled with gas and I was handed the keys. Some say it rides like a truck. I
would say it has a solid planted feel. But it is after all a truck. If you like manual transmissions.
The six speed Coupled with the V-6 is a dream come true. With a low first and a close ratio set
of five behind it it never seems to be out of place. On posted 55MPH roads, I can leave it in 5th,
set the cruise and relax. On my six hour commute home last Friday. I shifted into 6th in Pa. No
need to downshift to keep it in the power band. Just smooth and easy. What it is, is a solid
smaller working truck. I am in and out of rock quarries on a regular basis. Steep grades, big
rocks and mud are the norm. So far so good. I have owned two older Toyota trucks, an older
Tacoma, and a Tundra. That being said. I have never had a Toyota require any maintenance
other than oil changes and brakes. All were near or above K when traded out. This truck came
with middle of the road Do-Dads. Key fob to enter, key start. Decent but not great infotainment
center. No heated seats, and not much of the crazy modern creature comforts we have come to
expect today. My 60 year old butt did just fine for 57 years with conventional seats. I think it will
survive without them again. The seats are comfy though. My Tacoma also came with a Factory
hard folding Tonneau cover. Kind of cool. Locking rear diff is also cool. When I turn off the road
onto some rutted up two track in search of a new quarryman. None of the techno wizardry
seems to matter much. It soaks up bumps, it runs quiet, and it feels planted. One cool gizmo I
really like is the power sliding rear window. Just really nice to ventilate a hot truck. The Toyota
cargo cleats and rails are another great feature. As is the volt outlet in the box. Of the three
trucks I tested. And the Ranger FX4 looked the most refined. Especially in the Lariat trim. The
Tacoma settled nicely in the middle. It looks like a tough capable truck. But not an over the top
mud rig. Plenty of stock ground clearance too. But if you want a serious work vehicle. Do
yourself a big favor. Read the reviews. Then go test drive one anyway. You may be pleasantly
surprised. But so far, I am. Happy camper. Oh yes, one more thing. The Tacoma has been
around long enough, that if you so choose. There is a myriad of aftermarket options to help
keep your checking account looking trim and fit. Pleased with my purchase. I owned a small
truck about 25 years ago but it wasn't a very good one and I didn't have it for long. But I've
wanted a truck for a couple of years so I went shopping. Whatever I bought had to have a
locking differential so that narrowed down my choices to the Tacoma my 1st choice , the
Frontier Pro4x4 and an F I test drove an eco boost 2. I liked both trucks and was astonished at
the drivetrain power and smoothness of the eco boost motor. I didn't drive the Frontier because
I don't like the splashy, overwrought graphics of the Pro4x4. I haven't owned it but a few days
and about miles. There isn't anything I don't like about it It feels very solid, looks terrific and
everything inside looks and feels well made. I've heard about the shifty transmission but it

seems fine to me. The motor certainly seems to have more than ample power. I don't plan to tow
anything more than 2 motorcycles, if that, so my primary purpose is as a daily driver, hauling
household stuff around and occasionally going off-pavement with my Jeep and Toyota buddies.
My biggest concern is the mpg but I'm a conservative driver and do a lot of highway mileage.
Edmunds is good because they ask you to update your review periodically and I plan to do just
that. I'm looking forward to learning more about my truck, especially the off-pavement
capabilities. I will say that it was a very difficult decision to trade in my beloved CRV but the
deal was too good to pass up and I knew I wouldn't stop wanting a Tacoma if I did pass.
Although I haven't owned the truck for long about 5 days , I can honestly say that I've liked it
more each time I've driven it so hopefully this continues. Yeah, I guess that shifty transmission
seemed okay during my first week of ownership but eventually it just seemed like it was always
in the wrong gear. And it was jerky. There was a horrible rattle inside the dashboard which I
traced to the hard plastic air cabin filter. Duct tape fixed that. Overall, the Tacoma seemed huge
on the outside and tiny inside. The Tacoma was easily the most disappointing vehicle I ever
owned. I track all my miles on Fuelly and I covered 4, miles and averaged But do some research
because there are larger, more powerful trucks that are rated for and actually achieve better
mpg. I wanted a mid-size truck that was good off road and in deep snow. I am a volunteer fire
fighter and emergency management coordinator, so I need to respond in all types of weather
and to all types of road conditions. I chose the Tacoma Off-road with the 6 spend manual trans
and 6 cylinder engine. Great driving one of the few vehicles that still offer a manual trans.
Excellent ground clearance and off road capabilities. The seats are comfortable and the interior
is functional. All the controls are easy to use and the nav and entertainment interface work well.
They are fine but I really like the clarity of great speakers. We love our new Toyota Tacoma Off
Road! It drives very well and love the 6 speed manual. We love the size, the style, and all of the
safety and convenience features. The 3. It rides very smooth on the highway and so very quiet
for an off road truck. We are very pleased with our choice of a mid size truck versus the
competitors we had also considered. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the Tacoma. View Photos. MSRP Range. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5
stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Cons transmission fuel efficiency spaciousness acceleration
climate control sound system. Love our Tacoma! Items per page:. Write a review See all
Tacomas for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Tacoma. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Melanie went above and beyond! She even arranged
to have our new car delivered to our home. Everyone was extremely pleasant, knowledgeable
and helpful. Hi everyone. They lied to me that car which I want is available. I spent more than
hour to get there and after 15 minutes waiting they came up with stupid issue that both cars are
not available. Excellent treatment by staff, and amazing prices in comparison to other
dealerships. Thank you Omar and yoni for an amazing experience! Love my new car!! Terrible,
staff took days to get back to me about simple questions and were overall shady about the car I
was interested in. Dishonest dealerships give every car dealership a bad name. Had they been
honest about the car I would have been upset but for a different reason, this dealership is a
scam. I wasn't thrilled with my experience. Their response time via text was slow. When I told
them I couldn't come in for a test drive that day or the next I live 2hrs away they lost interest.
Never heard back from them. Called to make sure vehicle was still in stock was told yes was
there within 10 minutes and vehicle was already sold. Amazing dealership. They also gave me a
great deal on my trade in. But I guess it wasn't enough, they said I need a co signer. Multiple
people were responding to my emails, but they were disorganized and couldn't keep track of the
vehicle I was asking about. The sales process was smooth and efficient even though I was
buying from out of state! Salesmen were nice and helpful. Horrible experience. Increased offer
to book value as I was walking out. They played the slimy used dealership games. Wasted trip
from out of town. Hope this saves you one! Sold car never bothered to say anything wasted our
time by making unnecessary stop. Shows us a car with body damage to try and sell. Bad
experience. The staff at All Star Mitsubishi was very helpful. I went in looking for a used vehicle
and came out with a new one! Great dealership! Worth the drive for me! Very helpful and easy to
work with staff. I bought the car! I was actually looking for rear wheel drive and white. The car
was unfortunately sold but the dealer Jeremy was extremely helpful in trying to help me find a
suitable replacement. I didn't walk away with one of the cars but I definitely appreciate Jeremy
and his company. Will be going to them in the future for a potential vehicle! Terrible experience,
unwilling to negotiate at all I'm sorry Then after I told them I was done no deal, not interested
anymore, they continued to harass me about the car. Made an appointment , and later
purchased the vehicle. Great experience! Beautiful car. Great price. This is my daughter's first
car and she couldn't be happier. Saw the car on Car Gurus, let the dealership know we were
coming, and they had the car ready when we arrived. It was love at first sight, we made the deal

and drove the car home. I would definitely recommend DCH of Oxnard. Most trucks that turn
heads are just a shallow empty shell, but the Tacoma is a lot more than just a looker. This true
all-star midsize boasts up to 6, pounds of towing capacity and the only available 6-foot bed with
a Crew Cab in any compact or midsize truck, on top of historically excellent reliability and
utilitarian style. The current Tacoma offers your usual cab bodies - regular, Extended Access
Cab, and the Crew Double Cab - with a 6-foot bed available across the board, but the Double
Cab using a 5-footer by default, all of which are available with either rear-wheel RWD or
four-wheel drive 4WD. All but the 4WD Double Cab use a 2. This year the Tacoma gains an
automatic transmission for the 2. Unlike most baseline trucks, the Tacoma regular cab offers
true work utility with a limited-slip differential, air conditioning, composite bed liner, bed utility
rail system and a tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel standard. The base Access Cab gains
power accessories and the expected interior upgrades while the base Double Cab adds bigger
wheels and a front skid plate. As for purely RWD Tacomas, the X-Runner and PreRunner afford
the look and feel of a 4x4 without the bulk and expense, featuring tweaks and touches to suit
their own particular styles - the street-streaking X-Runner, for example, is geared up with a body
kit, hood scoop and inch alloy wheels, while the PreRunner is similarly made out to look and
feel like an off-road warrior. Options vary widely from region to region and body style to engine
choice, but highlights of the list include power mirrors, keyless entry, cruise control, rear-view
camera, leather interior touches and a stereo upgrade with satellite radio and Bluetooth
connectivity. Several off-road packages offer features like fender flares, heavy-duty suspension,
locking rear differential, skid plates, all-terrain tires and a cat-back exhaust, while an on-road
sport pack offers a hood scoop, sport suspension and sport seats. Current drivers have no
complaints about performance or utility, but the seats could be more comfortable and the
squeaky, mushy brakes are a common complaint. Lead-footed drivers will not experience much
improvement in the fuel economy over larger trucks, but drivers looking for a nimble big-toy
shopping companion certainly don't mind sacrificing the unnecessary power for the Tacoma's
improved maneuverability despite the slight difference in economy. The Tacoma is rooted in an
exceptionally long history dating back to , with the very first incarnation of Toyota's truck dubbed the G1 - helping Toyota become an official auto manufacturer. American buyers first got
their hands on a Toyota truck with the debut of the Stout, and drivers around the world have
been beating on the HiLux since - known simply as "the truck with no name" in the 70's and 80's
- and it is still around today for international drivers. It wasn't until smack in the middle of the
'95 model year that the seventh-generation Toyota pickup officially became the Tacoma we
know and love today - impeccable reliability history and all. Although the debut half-year was
also somewhat half-hatched, Toyota was quick to address every issue and has since made the
Tacoma into a local hero - just like its HiLux older brother, which has become the champion of
rural business around the globe. The original Tacoma offered at best horses from its mighty V6,
the default choices being one of two four-bangers. Although strictly 2-door regular or Extended
Cab Xtracab body styles were offered, buyers could choose rear-wheel RWD or four-wheel drive
4WD with either a 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic transmission. Passenger-side airbags
debuted for '98, a year before they were mandated, and a faux 4x4 PreRunner joined the Tacoma
lineup with RWD. Six years into this generation the Tacoma finally gained a Crew Cab Double
Cab body style, featuring 4 doors and a short bed. In the following year it was named the most
wanted truck of and remained largely unchanged - and a wild success despite its unremarkable
style - until the next generation debuted for The second-generation Tacoma has been powered
by the very same 2. Originally just 5-speed manual and 4-speed automatic transmissions were
offered alongside these engine choices, but the following year brought 6-speed manual and
5-speed automatic transmissions for the Crew-Cab-standard and otherwise optional V6. With
the addition of two rearward doors came the Access Cab name for the Extended Cab body style,
replacing the tight two-door Xtracab while the Double Cab finally offered a full 6-foot bed, the
first and only of any compact or midsize truck. Stability and traction control became standard
for '09, along with other safety considerations such as front side and side curtain airbags, but
the current Tacoma is otherwise largely unchanged since its debut. In terms of reliability, even
buyers digging into the no-name generation leading up to the official '95 birth of the Tacoma
nameplate will find more than a few winners. Only the first few model years of each generation
tend to have a few relatively silly problems, and those issues are usually quickly addressed with
a refined replacement part eliminating the problem altogether in a simple retrofit. The '90 and '91
have some drivetrain issues without a retrofit, but opting for the manual evades most of the
issues with just a whistle under 50 mph left to grin and bear with in the '90 to '94 bargain
basement. Like the generation that followed it, these trucks are a bit tight for the tall hauler, but
the hp V6 offered in this generation is nearly comparable to the four-banger available today. For
less than two grand, nearly any no-name of the sixth-generation Toyota pickup is a downright

decent beater, if a bit outdated and boxy. The first official generation of the Tacoma ran from '95
to , offering passenger-side airbags from '97 and the option of stability control in its final year.
Again Toyota offered retrofitted fixes for the majority of the issues that cropped up, but the
debut year is not worth paying twice the price of a no-name given its widespread annoyances.
The '96 is a decent buy, but the '97 and '98 suffered from a few unresolved engine issues. The
tweaks for '99 improved on those somewhat, but the Tacoma engines were not perfected until and it's smooth sailing from there without a significant problem in sight. Going for the '02 or
later will mean digging up five figures, but these trucks hold their value so well for good reason.
The current generation is not absolutely pristine, however - several minor annoyances crop up
in any '08 or older Tacoma, but again Toyota has offered retrofitted fixes for the majority of
these issues. The '08 is not as quirky as the other years, and in any case only one of the issues
has anything to do with mechanicals - the check engine light may indicate a problem with the
fuel pump that requires somewhat costly repairs. Drivers looking for a 4-cylinder will be in luck these models lose their value quickly so a light duty '09 Tacoma is very easily within reach.
Those seeking more significant power will have to fork out a more significant sum, but the utter
lack of significant changes after the '05 V6 transmission upgrade makes almost any used
Tacoma one highly affordable modern truck. The third generation of Toyota's Tacoma midsize
pickup truck arrived for the model year. A longtime class leader, the Toyota Tacoma offers
multiple cab styles, bed sizes, and engines as well as rear-wheel or 4-wheel drive, and the
relatively new TRD Pro versions step up this truck's off-roading game. Reliability is a strength,
as it is for most Toyotas, and the Tacoma offers most of the capabilities of a full-size pickup
truck in a slightly smaller package, which may be particularly appreciated now that full-size
pickup trucks don't always fit in standard garages. Pricing of higher-end trims can get steep,
but basic versions are more reasonable. Used Toyota Tacoma for Sale Nationwide. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Toyota Tacoma listings
in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Toyota Dealer. Read more. When the American
automakers abandoned this market in the late s, Toy
polaris awd
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hei distributor wiring
ota kept on trucking. The Tacoma rema. Unapologetically unrefined, the Toyota Tacoma is a
truck, pure and simple. It doesn't try to be anything else, and its raw honesty, at first
unappealing, becomes its most endearing trait. Over th. The Toyota Tacoma is the longtime
leader in midsize pickups. The version can be configured 29 different ways, with two cab styles.
Toyota Tacoma Reviews Review. More features than really needed, but very cool! The value is
good in my opinion. The only thing the vehicle is missing is steps or running boards so you can
get in easy. I could not really compare it to other makes, but just any of the tacoma models.
Very nice truck The Toyota Tacoma SR is the bottom of the model lineup. Toyota dealers in
Atlanta GA. Toyota dealers in Chicago IL. Toyota dealers in Dallas TX. Toyota dealers in
Houston TX. Toyota dealers in Los Angeles CA. Toyota dealers in Miami FL. Toyota dealers in
New York NY. Toyota dealers in Philadelphia PA. Toyota dealers in Washington DC.

